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About This Game

Invaders are living inside your computer. You shouldn't let that happen! Interact with your desktop while playing, watch
Youtube videos, chat with your friends and more! CPU Invaders overlaps the game itself with your computer screen.
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Score system, bosses and draggable interface;

Enemies with unique set of skills to destroy your CPU;

Original 8-bit soundtrack, produced by Frost Orb.

(Windows feature aero must be enabled or the game background will be solid
black)
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Title: CPU Invaders
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Microblast Games
Publisher:
Microblast Games
Release Date: 17 Feb, 2017
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this game sucks. 100% completion in less than an hour. i've bought a game for 14 cents that had more gametime. the level
design is OK. the music is... OK. the graphic design is... balls. it's only worth playing for putting
stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in the background while you play. weirdly enough, it has gamepad support, but
gamepad can only control movement as far as i can tell. there's no tutorial or instruction manual or options or any sort of menu
beyond the level select. there isn't even a pause button. there isn't a pause button. this game is also stupidly easy, most levels you
will beat on your first or second try. don't expect a game that you can't beat in your sleep.

also it seems a lot of people get blue screen lol
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